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Your Special Sauce

Content  themes

What do you bring that is unique to your readers? This is sometimes called your 

unique selling proposition or special sauce or story. 

For example, mine is "WP Barista is a bunch of geeky girlfriends who take care of 

bloggers' WordPress sites, by doing setup, design & maintenance we give our 

blogging friends one less thing to worry about.

I am a _________ who does  _____________ through ____________ so that _____________

Hint: you just mentioned them above. 

For me, it would be set up, design & maintenance. What are they for you?



Content Goals

Quarterly Goals

What is your content going to accomplish in the big picture - this YEAR? This is likely 

related to your 'word' of the year, if you chose one. 

For me, my goal for WPBarista is Visibility. What is yours?

Each quarter you're going to accomplish something moving you towards your 

annual goal. Quickly note what those quarterly milestones will be. 

Instead of "visibility" my quarter one is "Increase Email List participants by 800. Be 

specific - it will help you break down what you need to do later.



Quarter     Strategies

Quarter     Events

You have your goal (for me, 800 subscribers) and you have your themes (set up, 

maintenance & design), now you put them together and select the strategies you 

need to get there.

ie: opt-ins, FB challenges, FB Live with opt-ins 

During these months there will be sponsored posts due, relationships to maintain, 

and fun holiday themes and events that you will want to reflect in your content. List 

them here.
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Monthly Post Generator

Record your themes in the boxes below. (use the back side if you need space). 

How many posts do you need this month? ______ Divide by the number of your 

themes. That's the number of post ideas you need in each box below. 

Keeping in mind your strategy, brainstorm post ideas that will get you there, under 

each theme.

Month: ___________________

THEME:

THEME:

THEME:



Month: 
If you wish, you can schedule here. Although most bloggers switch to an online 

content scheduler at this point. Remember to get all social media deliverables done 

at the same time to save time!
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Post: 
Due: ____________________ 

Sponsor/ Link: ______________________ 

         Delivered         Invoiced         Paid 

Strategy / Theme / Event: _______________________ 

Braindump

Outline

Social Media (how many images, quotes and tweets are needed?)


